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In this paper we formulate the stepping stone model in population genetics as a measure-valued 
diffusion process. In order to formulate this model we introduce an appropriate martingale problem 
and show that it is well-posed. In the selectively neutral case an ergodic property of the process 
corresponding to the solution of the martingale problem is proved, under a suitable assumption 
on the mechanism of mutation. If in addition the mutation mechanism is of jump type, then 
simple calculations involving the generator associated with our martingale problem give us 
equations for the probabilities of identity at equilibrium. 
stepping stone model * measure-valued diffusion * martingale problem * duality * equilibrium 
probability of identity 
1. Introduction 
In population genetics theory many stochastic models have been studied. The 
stepping stone model which we discuss in this paper is one of these models and is 
concerned with geographical structure. Migration has been taken into consideration 
by Kimura (1953) and genetic systems with geographical structure have also been 
studied from a mathematical point of view (cf. Cox and Griffeath, 1987). 
The model we propose here is intuitively illustrated as follows. Let S be a countable 
set of colonies and {X,, . . . , X,} be the set of all possible alleles or types of 
individuals. For each colony k E S, the frequencies of types are described by the 
d-dimensional vector 
P -Ck) = (pi”‘, . . . ) pLk’), 
where plk’ represents the frequency of the individuals of the type Xi in colony k 
and so 
Set 
p$k’+ . . . +py= 1. 
P={p~k)}k&,l~i~~; o+k’  1, i pjk’= 1, kE S 
i=l 
(1.1) 
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The stepping stone model is originally a discrete time Z-valued Markov chain, 
which evolves under the mechanisms of mutation, selection and migration. 
Sato (1983) has given diffusion approximations for stepping stone models and 
Shiga (1982) discussed the properties (e.g. stationary distributions) of the limiting 
diffusion processes. 
For genetic systems without geographical structures, measure-valued diffusion 
processes are introduced by Fleming and Viot (1979) and developed by Ethier and 
Kurtz (1987), etc. Behind the formulation of these diffusion processes is the fact 
that the number of alleles is very large, and they describe the models with infinitely 
many alleles. Indeed the set of types E is allowed to be a compact metric space, 
and any possible distribution of types in the population is described by a probability 
measure F on E (cf. Hochberg, 1986). 
The first aim of this paper is to formulate the stepping stone model with infinitely 
many alleles as a measure-valued diffusion process solving a certain martingale 
problem. Roughly speaking, it is a continuum limit for measure-valued processes 
obtained from the original stepping stone models by identifying the vector F(k) with 
the measure Cf=, pjk’&,, where 6, denotes the &distribution at x. The generator 
associated with the martingale problem is a generalization of the generator discussed 
by Ethier and Kurtz (1987), and it will be defined in the next section. 
In Section 3 we shall prove the well-posedness of the martingale problem. The 
method of proof is similar to that used by Ethier and Kurtz (1987). Our situation, 
however, needs some lemmas concerned with the geographical structure. 
Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.5 already used in Section 3 to 
give the uniqueness of the solution of the martingale problem. The theorem asserts 
the duality relationship between the measure-valued process and another stochastic 
process. It can be regarded as a generalization of the duality shown by Ethier and 
Kurtz (1987). 
The model described in our formulation should of course approximate the discrete 
model and be tractable for certain purposes. The former will be shown in the proof 
of the existence theorem. The latter can be found in the final section, where we 
consider the following special case. The mutation mechanism is of jump type and 
is assumed to satisfy a suitable convergence condition to the equilibrium. It is then 
shown in the selectively neutral case that the measure-valued process has a unique 
equilibrium state. 
Another aim of this paper is to investigate the equilibrium state. We are interested 
in a certain quantity of the model. It is called the ‘equilibrium probability of identity’ 
and has been discussed by Maruyama (1977), Nagylaki (1983), and by other authors. 
Let I,, denote the probability at equilibrium that two distinct individuals chosen at 
random, one from colony k and the other from colony I, are of the same type. 
Equations for {I&,} will easily be obtained by calculations involving the generator 
associated with our martingale problem. Moreover in the case where the array of 
colonies is the integer lattice Zd and where migration is spatially homogeneous, we 
shall prove that the system (I,,} is characterized as a unique solution of the equations 
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in a certain class, and the effect of distance between colonies on the decrease of Ikl 
is investigated. 
2. Martingale problem 
To find an appropriate formulation, we begin by reviewing the finite (say d) alleles 
stepping stone model of the type discussed by Shiga (1982). Let S be the countable 
set of the colonies and define 2 as in (1.1). Consider a E-valued diffusion processes 
{P(r); tz0) corresponding to the solution of the martingale problem for the gen- 
erator 
k’t.9 
(2.1) 
where Pck) = ( pik’, . . . , py’), 
&(P)= 5 OjiPj, 
j=l 
Hi(B) = Pi 
( 
ji, uijPj -, g, q/pip/ 
> 
forP=h,...,pd) 
and the coefficients above satisfy 
Bli 3 0 for i fj, 8ji = - C 8ij, 
j#i 
vti=uji for i,j=l,..., d, 
m&&a0 for k’# k, 
(2.2a) 
and 
supIm,&l<a with mkk=- 2 mksk. (2.2b) 
kE.S k’fk 
LetE={X,,..., X,} be the set of types. Then (2.1) has the following population 
genetics interpretation. For i # j, 0, represents the mutation rate of Xi to X,. For 
each i and j, aG is the selection intensity of the pair of (Xi, X,). For k # k’, mk’k 
represents the migration rate from colony k’ to colony k. The terms involving the 
second derivatives come from the effect of random mating. 
Let B(E) be the set of probability measures on E and set 
8 = p(E)S = {; = {,&},&; & E 9(E), k E s}. 
Considering the one to one mapping .$: 2 + @ such that 
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we can identify (P(t); t Z= 01 with the g-valued process 
(/l(t) = {/4(t)Ls; t 2 01 
given by 
Define the function cf, on @ by 
where m E N, $ : E + 88, and ki E S are fixed and where (f; t.~) denotes the integral of 
f with respect to the measure p. Define the function g on 2 by g = @*& Straight- 
forward calculation then shows 
GO) = : (‘% &,)+(a*A, fikj x fik,)-tcT, pk, x pk,)(f;, l*k,) 
i=l 
+ c mk’k,(& pk’) n <fj, ,ELk,) 
k’t 5 > lfi 
where 
(2.3) 
t+(X,)= i O&X,) forf:E+R, 
j=l 
fl(Xi, Xj) = UG, 
and bk}keS = &p. 
(a-f)(X, Y) = o-(X, Y)f( Y) for X, YE E, 
Note that the right hand side of (2.3) could make sense for more general sets E. 
In the rest of this paper, we allow the set E of possibie types to be a compact metric 
space. P(E) is then the set of Bore1 probability measures on E with the w*-topology 
and @ = S(E)’ is equipped with the product topology. Set 
B(E) = {real-valued bounded Bore1 functions on E} 
and 
C(E) = {continuous functions on E}. 
For m~tV, E” denotes the m-fold product of E. B(E’“), C(Em) and 9(E”) are 
defined similarly. We use I\.[[ and ( , ) as the notation for the sup norm and the 
integration on any space respectively. 
Following Ethier and Kurtz (1987), to describe the mechanisms of mutation and 
selection we consider a linear operator L on C(E) ~‘mutation operator’) which 
generates a Feller semigroup {T(t)},,o on C(E) and a symmetric function CT in 
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C(E’) (‘selection intensity function’) respectively. (We will see at the end of Section 
3 that it is possible to allow u to be an arbitrary symmetric function in B(E*).) For 
migration rates {Q~}, we impose (2.2a, b) and 
M*=sup 2 mkk’ <Co. 
I I ktS k’fk 
(2.4) 
Before defining the martingale problem, we observe the following. 
Lemma 2.1. The subspace of C(B), 
(0; o(i) = F((f,, E.Lk,), . . . , (fm, /kc,,,)), 171 EN F is a 
polynomial with m variables, J; E 9(L), ki E S}, 
is dense in C(G) in the sense of sup norm, where 9(L) is the domain of L. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 2 of Fleming and Viot 
(1979) and is omitted. 0 
For mEN,JEE(L), and kiES (i=l,..., m), set 
f=(f,,-* . ,f*) E WLY, k=(kl,...,k,)ESm, 
and define a function Qxk on @ by 
Let !J& be the function of 6 having the same form as the right hand side of (2.3). 
Define AC C(B) x C(g) by 
A = {(oJkr QJ; m E Vf E WL)m, kE S”1. 
C([O, co), @) denotes the space of continuous functions w : [0, 00) + @ with the 
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of [0, 00). D([O, CO), 8) denotes 
the space of right continuous functions w : [0, a)+ 8 with left limits with the 
Skorokhod topology. The coordinate process {F(t) = {pk( t)},_S; t 2 0) on fl= 
C([O, a), 8) (or D([O, a), 9)) is defined by 
@(r)(o) = w(r), 6.l E 0, 
and we set the o-fields 
~==(~(s);s?=O) and .!F,=~(~(s);O~s~t) for t>O. 
We define the martingale problem in the form due to Ethier and Kurtz (1986). 
Definition 2.2. Given C’E @, we call a probability measure P on (C([O, a), 8), 9) 
(or (D([O, co), @), 9)) a solution of the C([O, co), .@) (respectively D([O, co), 8)) 
martingale problem for (A, k”) if 
P(/.qO) = bO) = 1, 
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and if 
is a (P, { %,})-martingale for all (CD, !P) E A. 
3. Existence and uniqueness theorems 
In this section we prove that the martingale problem defined in the previous section 
is well-posed. The idea in Ethier and Kurtz (1987) plays an important role in the 
following argument. 
3.1. Existence 
First we discuss the existence of solutions of the martingale problem for A. Solutions 
will be obtained as limits in distribution of a sequence of measure-valued stepping 
stone models. 
From the assumption on the mutation operator L, there exists a sequence of 
transition functions { pN(x, dy)} on E x P(E) such that 
for all fe C%(L), where Q&(x) =jEf(y)pN(x, dy). (See Ethier and Kurtz (1986), 
Lemma 4.5.3.) 
For each integer N > iVO = max{ M”, Ilall}, we can construct a Markov chain 
XN(T) = {(X$(T), . . . , &4~))lkES, 7=0,1,2 ,..., in (EN)S as follows. Given 
X”(T), the components of XN (7 -t 1) are mutually conditionally independent, that is 
for x and Y={(Y~,~,...,Y~~)}E(E~)~. For each kE S, each of X&(T+ l), 
. . . ) Xt,,( 7 + 1) has an identical conditional distribution given XN (7) = x, which is 
given by 
P(X&(~+l)~dy)x~(~)=x)= 1 n!$’ f a~~~(~)p~(xk~,~,dy) 
k’c.5 a=, 
where 
(N) 
(N)_ mk’k (N) _ N-‘mk if If k, nkkz ----- 
1 mjkNN” 
m/k - 
1-N-l 1 mkk’ ifl=k, 
ItS k’#k 
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and where 
N 
c wN(x,m, xk,p) 
&Jyx) = PI;1 for XE (EN)S 
c wN (xk,p 3 x!x,,) 
P,v=l 
with the notation W,(X, y) = 1+ N-‘a(~, y) for X, y E E. 
These Markov chains are considered as stepping stone models involving selection 
and mutation. Each component X&(T) is viewed as the type of the &h individual 
belonging to colony k in generation T. Each individual in generation r + 1 indepen- 
dently selects a parent from generation T. For each of the N individuals belonging 
to colony k, the probability that its parent has migrated from the colony k’ to colony 
k is nh:‘, and in this case the &h individual in colony k’ in generation T is selected 
as the parent with probability g i?;(x) where x is the vector of types of the individuals 
in generation 7. If the parent is of type x, then the offspring’s type belongs to A 
with probability pN(x, A). 
Define a mapping ;N : (E N)S + 4 by 
;N (x) = N-’ f 
I 
hku 
a=, . I kcS’ 
x = {(&J, . . . , Xk,N)hc. 
The range of PN is denoted by 4,. Set GN(7)=bN(XN(~)). Then F”(T), T= 
0, 1,2, . . . ) is a Markov chain in 8.N. The measure-valued process {k(t); t 2 0) which 
we will obtain as a solution of the martingale problem for A can be shown to 
approximate these Markov chains in the sense that a subsequence of {g”(t); 
t 2 O}N>N,, defined by G”(t) = C”([ Nf]) converges to it. To see this, we first verify 
the tightness of the @-valued processes {/.i “( t); t 2 O}N,N,. 
Lemma 3.1. Forf; gE 9(L) and k, k’E S, 
N.{E[f(X~~(l))IXN(0)=xl-((f; CL/J) 
= (Af;c~k)(g,cLk,)+~(l) 
1 
ifkfk’, 
(fg, pk)+o(l) if k = k’, 
as N + a, UnZjiorm~y in 6 = {pk}kES = bN(X) e 8,. 
Proof. From the definition of XN(T) and (3.1), one can easily obtain these estimates 
by direct calculations. •i 
Using the above estimates and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 10.41 of Ethier 
and Kurtz (1986), we have 
N.E[@(V’N(l))-@(i(N(0))]~N(O)=;]= V’(h)+o(l) (3.2) 
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as N--f co, uniformly in fi E !@.N for all (@, !P) E A. Applying Theorem 3.9.1 and 
Theorem 3.8.6 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) and using Lemma 2.1 and (3.2), we can 
verify that the family of processes {F”(t); t 3 O}N,No is tight in D([O, co), 4). 
Furthermore arguing about the limit point, we get an existence theorem as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. For any DOE 4, there exists a solution of the C([O, OO), @) martingale 
problem for (A, k”). 
Proof. Choose a sequence {$ ““}N such that FNo E 4, and that 6 No * k” in @ as 
N+oo. We consider the processes {fiN(t)20}N,N, with FN(0)=fiNo. From the 
tightness we can take a process {b(t); t 3 0) to which a subsequence of {fi”( t); t 2 
O}N,No converges weakly in D([O, oo), @‘). Since (3.2) implies that for 0s s G t and 
(@, W) E A, the sequence 
1 [ I 
I E @(~“W>-@GNW)- Wfi”b>) duIS,N , N> No, P II 
can be dominated by a deterministic sequence converging to 0, where S.y= 
(~(fi~(u); 0~ us s), we conclude that P, the law of {K(t); t 300) on D([O, co), @), 
solves the martingale problem for (A, /1’). (See Ethier and Kurtz (1986), Lemma 
4.5.1.) 
It remains only to show that P has a support in C([O, co), 9). For this purpose 
we prove 
p((f, pk(’ hE c([o, co), R)) = 1 
for f E 9 (L) and k E S. Consider R-valued processes 
(3.3) 
and 
Then for each m EN, 
X(t)” - * {m(m - 1)U(s)X(s)“-2+ mV(s)X(s)m-‘} ds 
is a (P, { s,})-martingale. These facts lead us to an estimate of the form 
EP(X(t)-X(s)(4scC(t-s(2, o=sss t<a3, 
which implies (3.3). (See Ikeda and Watanade (1981), Corollary to Theorem 
1.4.3.) 0 
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The method used to show (3.3) is due to Lemma 2.1 of Ethier and Kurtz (1987). 
As was seen above, every solution of the D([O, a), 9) martingale problem for A 
has a support in C([O, CO), 8). From now on we are only concerned with the 
C([O, co), .5?) martingale problem and call it simply the martingale problem for A. 
3.2. Dual process 
To prove uniqueness we introduce a dual process. We start with a rephrasing of 
the definition of the function ?I’Lk (the right hand side of (2.3)), which suggests how 
to define the dual process and is expressed in the form 
(3.4) 
forf=(f,,.. .,fm)~g(L)~, k=(k,,.. . , k,,,) E S”, and 6 = {&}&sE @, where we 
identify the vectorf with the functionf(x,, . . . , x,) c ny!,&(Xi) in C(E”) to define 
the functions and the measures in the right hand side of (3.4) in the following 
manner. Let L(*) be a linear operator on C( E “) which generates the Feller semigroup 
{ T,,,(t)} corresponding to m independent copies of the processes corresponding to 
{T(t)}. In particular, 
L’“‘f(x, , . . . Y xm) = iz, Utxi) n &txj) 
jti 
forf(x,, . . . , x,) = ~~EIJ;(xi) withA E g(L), i = 1,. . . , m. ForfE C(Em) and 1 s i< 
j s m, let @iif be the function in C(Em-’ ) obtained from f by replacing xj by xi 
and renumbering the variables, more explicitly 
@,jf(Xl). . . , X,-l) =f(X,) . . . , XI-1 ) Xi, Xj, * . . ) X,-l)* 
Define Ki,:C(Em)+C(Em+*) for l~i<jSm by 
Kim.f(x* 9 * * .9 xm+2) = a-1{a(xi9 xm+l) -cr(xm+l 3 xm+*)lf(x* 9 . . .9 Xm) 
where (+ is a positive constant satisfying 
G 2 sup{la(x, Y) - a(v, z)l; x, Y, z E E). 
For k=(k ,,..., k,,,)ESm, define 
(Yik=(kl,...,k,,ki,ki)ESm+2 forlsism, 
pjk=(k, )...) kj_1, kj+, ,.+.v km)ESm-’ for 2sjsm, 
Yi(k’)k=(kl p..., ki-1, k’, ki+l,..., k,,,)ESm for k’ES, l~i~m, 
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and 
iL(dx1 - . . dx,) = /+(dxJ x . . . x~.k,(dx,)EP(Em) for @={P~}E@. 
Having established the relation (3.4), we are now ready to construct the dual 
process {(Y(f), k(t)); t 3 0) in Uz=, (C(E”‘) x S”). First let K = {k(t); t 2 0) be a 
Markov chain in S* E Uz=, S” whose generator 2’ is of the form 
/kl lkl 
B(k)=6 1 {h(aik)-h(k)}+ C #{i; 1s i<j, ki=kj}*{h(Pjk)-h(k)) 
i=l j=2 
Ikl 
+c c mk*kz{h(ri(Wk) - h(k)}, 
i-1 k’fk, 
where ki is the ith component of k and Ikl is a positive integer m such that kc S”. 
In this connection, { 7,) denotes the sequence of jump times of K (take r0 = 0) and 
we set M(t) = Ik( t)j f or convenience. For each kE S*, let A(k) be the transition rate 
from k, that is 
Ikl 
h(k)=Clkl+#{(i,j); 1 si<jGlkl,ki=kj}+ c c mk,k,. (3.5) 
i=, k’#k, 
Next define random operators {T’,},,,, which are conditionally independent given 
K and satisfy 
P(T,=K,,IK)=l (k(~n)=rr,k(~.-)andlk(~,l-)I=m} 
for l==iCrn 3 
P(I’~=@VIK)=#{I;l~l<j,k,(~H-)=kj(~,,-)}-l 
’ 1{k(q,)=&k(7H-)andk,(y)=k,(rn-)} 
for 1 G i-c j, and 
p(m =idlK) = l{lk(~,Jl=lk(~m-)l}, 
where lA denotes the indicator function of an event A. 
Finally we define a IJE=, C(E”)-valued process {Y(t); t 2 0} by 
Y(0) E C(E”‘o’), 
Y(r) = TM(T., (r - 7,) Y(rJ for rE [r,, r,+J, 
and 
(3.6) 
Y(T,+,) = ~,z+,T~(r,)(rn+~ - 7,) Y(r,) 
for n = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
(3.7) 
Remark 3.3. From the definition of the processes Y(f) and k(t), we have 
(Y(t),k(t))~lJ~=,(C(E~)xS”)and IIY(t)ll~IIY(O)ll foreachts0. 
Recall one of the assumptions on the migration rates {mk’k}: 
M=supImkkl<a 
ktS 
(3.8) 
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where mkk = -ck+k mk,k. This condition ensures the conservativeness of the Markov 
process K, that is 
Lemma 3.4. For each kE S*, it holds 
Pk( lim 7, = co) = 1, 
n-m 
where Pk denotes the law of the process {k(t); t 2 0) starting from k. 
Proof. For each positive integer 1, define a stopping time pI by 
PI = inf{ t > 0; (k( t)l~ I}. 
Noting that by (3.5) and (3.8) there exists a positive constant C, such that 
A(k) < C,lk(’ for kE S*, (3.9) 
we can easily show 
P,(lim T,<CO and pI=oo)=O 
“-LX 
for 1=1,2,...,and hence 
Pk( lim T,, <cc and sup p, = co) = 0. 
n-a, I 
Therefore it is enough to prove 
Pk( sup p, = co) = 1. (3.10) 
Apply Dynkin’s formula to the function h(k) = log(lkl A (I+ 1)) (where we used 
the notation a A b = min{a, b}) and observe that Zh(k) c 25 holds for all k. We then 
obtain 
E,[loglk( t A p,)l] s loglkl+26t 
for all t 3 0 and I= 1,2,. . . . Together with 
&[loglk(r A P,)II~ (log W%b, s t), 
we have 
P,(sup p, 6 t) = lim P,(p, S t) 
1 I+m 
G !iz (log 1))'(log(kl + 2Ct) = 0, 
which implies (3.10) since t is arbitrary. 0 
3.3. Uniqueness 
Uniqueness of the solution of the martingale problem for A follows from the duality 
relationship described in the following theorem, which will be proved in the next 
section. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let (f, k) be in Uz=, (C(E”‘) x S”) andsuppose that there exists t,> 0 
satisfying 
E.[eq+ j-Oro,k(u), du)] <co. (3.11) 
Then for each HOE 4 every solution P of the martingale problem for (A, b”) satisjes 
EP[(f, cZ(tMl= %W (y(t), i&~) exp c 
[ (- [jWld~)] 
(3.12) 
for OS 1=S to, where Echkj represents the expectation with respect to the process 
{(Y(r), k(t)); t 2 0) with ( Y(O), k(0)) = (f, k). 0 
Existence of to as above is verified in the next lemma. In its proof we compare 
K = {k(t); t 2 0) with a certain birth process in RJ = { 1,2,3, . . . } by using the coupling 
technique. 
Lemma 3.6. Let {N(t); t 3 0) be a Markov process in RJ with transition rates an from 
nton+2forn=1,2,3 ,.... Then for k E S* and t 3 0 we have 
(3.13) 
where l?, denotes the expectation with respect to the process {N(t); t 2 0) starting from 
n. Moreover the right hand side of (3.13) is$nite for t = to= (&-I. 
Proof. Define a coupled Markov process {(i$ t), N(t)); t 2 0) in X = S* x N with 
generator 9 given by 
gh(k, n)=61k$‘{h(cyik, n+2)-h(k, n)} 
i=l 
Ikl 
+ 6 C INO, n) - h(k, n)) 
i=[k[nn+l 
Ikl 
+C #{i;l~i<j,k~=k~}.{h(/3,k,n)-h(k,n)} 
j=2 
Ikl 
+ C C mwk,{h(yi(k’)k n) - h(k, n)I 
i=l k’fk, 
The conservativeness of this process follows by the same argument as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.4. 
Let h, and h2 be functions on S* and on N respectively. If we set h;(k, n) = h,(k) 
and h;(k, n) = h,(n), then pG,(k, n) = Zh,(k) and $‘&(k, n) = 9Tzh2(n) hold for 
(k, n) E X, where .Z’* is the generator of {N(t); t Z= 0). This observation implies that 
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the marginal distributions of {(k(t), g(f)); t>O} with respect to {i;(t); t 2 0) and 
{A(t); t 3 0) coincide with the distributions of (k( t); t a 0) and {N(t); t a 0) respec- 
tively. So we shall prove 
&,,(jE( t)l S rS( t) for all t 2s 0) = 1 (3.14) 
for (k, n) E X with jkl s n, which gives (3.13) immediately. 
Apply Dynkin’s formula to the function h(k, n)= lkj-lkl A n and observe that 
L?h(k, n)~2dz(k, n) holds for all (k, n) EX. We then obtain 
- 
where jj, = inf{ t > 0; ii(t) E kJz=, S” or N(d) 2 I}, 1 = 1,2,. . . . 
If Ikl G n, then the above inequality implies 
&,,,,[h(@t A P,), N(t A ijr))] = 0 
since h(k, n) = 0 and h is a nonnegative function. Consequently 
&,,,(li& A i?l)l S N(t A pair)) = 1 
holds for al1 E*O and l=l,2,.... Noting that sup, @[ = co a.s. {this can be shown 
as was (3.10)) and letting f+oo, we obtain 
~L,?zt(l~(Ol c A(t)) = 1 
for t 3 0. Therefore (3.14) follows from the right continuity of the paths. 
To show the second assertion, observe that 
=z e- “““+2”P,(N(t)=n+2r)~ f a,(n, r). 
,=O r=O 
(3.15) 
Using the identity 
F”(N(t)=n+2r)= 
n(n+2) 0 * * cn+xr- 1)) e-onr(l _e_2@,)’ 
r!2’ 
t 
we have lim,,, a,,, (n, to)/a,( n, &J = exp(2&,) - 1 = exp($ - 1< 1 and so the series 
in (3.15) converges for t = to. 0 
Theorem 3.7. For each fi’~ !@‘, the solution of the martingale problem for (A, fro) is 
unique. 
Proof. Let i0 be as in Lemma 3.6 and P be any solution of the martingale problem 
for (A,fi’). Then by~eorem 3.5, (3.12) holds for all (f,k)~lJz=, (C(E”)xS”) 
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and 0 < t G to. Therefore for each t E [0, t,,] the distribution P(c ( t) E . ) on .$’ depends 
only on t and /Lo, which is written by Q@. 
Noting that the regular conditional distribution of _f3,fi( * ) given fi( to) = v’ E @ 
under P (where 0,, is the shift operator on C([O, a), 9)) is also a solution of the 
martingale problem for (A, C) for Q’o,~’ -almost all fi, we have again by Theorem 3.5, 
EP[(f, Ato+ ~L>l 
forall(f,k)~~~~,(C(Em)xSm)andO~tsto.Consequentlyforeacht~[to,2to] 
the distribution P(k( t) E . ) is uniquely determined by t and k”. 
Repeating this procedure shows that for each L’E @ any two solutions of the 
martingale problem for (A, ji”) have the same one-dimensional distributions and 
we conclude uniqueness. (See Theorem 4.4.2 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986).) 0 
Remark 3.8. Using the same method as in Ethier and Kurtz (1987), one can show 
that it is possible to allow u to be a symmetric function in B(E2). That is, if we 
define AC B( 8) x B(6) for such (+ in the same way as in Section 2, then well- 
posedness of the martingale problem for A still holds. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.5 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
Take (f, k) EUE=, (C(Em) x S”), HOE @ and a solution P of the martingale 
problem for (A, k”). What we have to prove is the identity 
EP[(J; lI(fMl= J%k,[(Y(~), /.xdW~)l (4.1) 
for 0 s t 5 to = (4c)-‘, where W(t) = exp( Cr ji jk( u)] du). 
Before we come to the proof of (4.1), we note the following. We can construct 
the @-valued process {E;(t); ta 0} whose distribution is P and the dual process 
{( Y(t), k(t)); t 3 0} (defined in the previous section) starting from (J; k) on the same 
probability space so that these two processes are mutually independent. Fix t E (0, to] 
and set 
F(s) = EiI( Y(s), rZ(t- ~h(.dw(~)I 
for 0~ s G t. Then (4.1) is equivalent to the identity F(0) = F(t). 
The proof of this equality is divided into three steps. First we will show that the 
proof of (4.1) is reduced to estimations of certain expectations. 
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Proposition 4.1. For an integer I> lk(, let p, be the stopping time related to {k(t); t 2 0) 
introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.4. If 
IH(Y(s+h),tZ(t-s-h),,,+,,)W(s+h); PI’S] 
-E[(Y(s), cz(t-S)k(*))WS); PI’S11 
+-~~~E,[W(t);~pz~s+h]+O(h~) (4.2) 
holds as hJ0 uniformly in s E [0, t), then (4.1) is valid. 
Proof. For s E [0, t], set 
fi(s) = E[( Y(s A P,), /.?t--S)qsnp,j)W(s A ~t)l. 
Then for sE[O, t) and h>O with s+hst, we have 
fi(s+h)-F,(s) 
= E[( Y(P,), k(t -s - h),c(p,$ WP,); s <PI s s + hl 
+E[< Y(s+h),~(t-s-h)k(s+h))W(s+h); PI>SI 
-a??[< Y(s+h),@(t-s-h) Ir(s+&W(s+h); s<pr’s+hl 
- EC( Y(s), C(t - S)k(s)) W(s); Pf ’ 31 
+~%((Y(pt), ~(t-s-h),,,,,)-(Y(~t), At-shccp,,>)W~J; PISS]. 
Set ti=(i/N)t, i=O,1,2 ,.... Assume that (4.2) is true. Since the right hand side 
of (4.2) majorizes the sum of the second and the fourth terms, we obtain 
IF,(t) - F,(O)1 = lim F (F,(G) - F,(ti-1)) 
N-m i=l 
flinty c” IE[( Y(Pt), rrZ(t- fi)k(pl)) w(Pt); ti-l(P I c 411 
i=l 
+liTsy c” IE[(Y(ti>,EL(f-ti)L(t,))W(ti); Ll<P Is till 
+ i=l 
+liEntp 2 E[((y(~t), ~(t-ti)k(p,))-(Y(pt), k(t-ti-~hc(p,))) 
i=l 
* w(Pt); Pt s 4-l 
11 
+ llfll * &[ W(t); PI 5 tl 
s 3llfll. J%[ w(t); PI s tl 
+liy~p E[( UPA L&J WP,); pt s tl 
- c” E[(Y(pr),CZ(t-fi)L(p,))W(pI); ti-l<p/stil 
i=l 
s 5llfll * .M W(t); PI s tl. 
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Consequently 
Here note (3.10) and that E,[ W(t)] (00 by Lemma 3.6. Letting I+ 00, we have 
(4.1). 0 
We shall show in what follows that the estimate (4.2) is true. Now let I> Ikl and 
s E [0, t) be fixed. Set M(u) = lk(u)l and 
for 0 G h < t -s. Then we can rephrase (4.2) in the form 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where 
z,(h)=E[(T,(,,(h)Y(s), r;:(t-s-hh,s,)Ws); PI’S], 
(T~cs,+z (h - r)K~cs,T.<s, (r) Y(s), cZ(t - s - h),,,,,,) dr 
* W(s); PI>8 91 
((TM(+,(h - r)@ijTMdr) Y(s), At-s h)p,d 
-(T,,,,(h)Y(s)lll(t-s-h),,,,)) dr. W(s); PI’s , I 
m,,,s,(T,ws,(h) Y(s), lI(t --  h),w,,cs,) 
. W(s);p,>s .h, 1 
and R(h) is the remainder term. 
Proposition 4.2. With the notation established above, we have the following inequality: 
I~~~~l~IlfIl~~,~~~~~;~~~~~~+~l+~~~2~ (4.5) 
as h&O uniformly in s. 
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Proof. Since{;(t); t~O}and{(Y(t),k(t)); t20) are independent, I(h) is express- 
ible as 
I(h) = Ewc,[( Y(s + h), Cccstw )W(s+h);p,>s]P(/.l(t-s-h)EdF). 
(4.6) 
For a moment CE 8 is fixed and E c,-kl is denoted simply by E. Set 
X(h)=(Y(s+h), &+dexp @ 
(I 
s+h 
M(u) du . 
s > 
Then clearly it holds that 
E[(Y(s+h), &+~)w(~+h); PI’ ~1 
= E[E[X(h) I %:I. W(s); PI’ ~1 (4.7) 
where S? = u(k(U); 0~ u G s). To compute the conditional expectation in (4,7), 
we decompose the total event into three parts according to the numbers of jumps 
of {k(t); t 3 0) in the time interval (s, s + h] as follows: 
Jo = {no jump occurs in (s, s + h]}, 
J1 = {only one jump occurs in (s, s + h]}, 
J2 = {two or more jumps occur in (s, s + h]}. 
First from the definition of Y and K, it holds that 
E[X(h)L,,l %:I 
= EC(Tws,(h) Y(s), 4~ >IKl.exp(~M(s)h).P~(,)(71> h) 
= E[(T,cs,(h) Y(s), ks, >IKl.exp{(~llri(s)-h(k(s))).h}. 
(See (3.5) for the definition of A( *) and note that E[(T,,,(,,(h)Y(s), Ckcs,)IK] is 
9:-measurable.) Therefore 
EC( Y(s + h), &s+/,) > W(s + h); {PI’ ~1 A Jo1 
= E[(Gdh) Y(s), kd exp{(@M(s) -AMs)))*hI* W(s); pf > ~1 
= EC(T.w(h) Y(s), k(s)) W(s); PI ’ ~1 
+E[(T.dh) Y(s), Cc;((sj ){6M(s)-h(k(s))}h. W(s);p+s]+O(h2) 
(4.8) 
uniformly in s and C, where the last equality follows from the inequality CM(S) < 
A (k(s)). 
Next we decompose J, depending on the values of M(s + h) - M(s), in such a 
way that 
J,=J,uJ,uJ,, 
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where J,=J,n{M(s+h)-M(s)=2}, J,=J,n{M(s+h)-M(s)=-1) and J,= 
J, n { M( s + h) - M(s) = O}. Corresponding to these events the following equalities 
hold: 
J%X(~)lJ, I Cl 
= T$’ lob E[(TM(s)+z(h - r)KM(sjTM(s)(r) Y(S), fia,,tcs,>I Kl 
~exp{~(M(~)+2)(h-r)+~M(s)r}~P,,~~,~(~,>h-r) 
* pk~s~(~l E dr, k(T1) = k%=a,k(s) M(s) h =a 1 J E[tT~(,)+z(h - r)KiMcs)7’M(,)(r) Y(S), ~ac~(s))lKl i=l 0
.exp{@M(s)h+2G(h-r)-h(cY,k(s))(h-r)-A(k(s))r}dr, 
(4.9a) 
M(s) 
E[X(W,, I ST1 = C c #{I; 1 G I<j, k,(S) = k,(S)}y 
j=2 i;lsi<j 
k(s)=k,b) 
~exp{6(M(s)-l)(h-r)+~TM(s)r}~P~,~~~~(~~>h-r) 
. Pkcsj(~l E dr, MT11 = k’)lk,=o,k(sj 
= c h J E[(Tw,I-~(~ - r)@vTM(s)(r) Y(s), ~p,k~s~)lKl lSicjSM(s) 0
k,(s)=k,(s) 
.exp{@M(s)h-cT(h-r)-h(@,k(s))(h-r) 
-A(k(s))rI dr, (4.9b) 
and 
Mb) 
E[XWJ~I %:I = c c mk,k,(,,E[(T,,,,(h)Y(s), fiy,(kws))iKl 
i=l k’#k,(s) 
.I 
h 
exp{aM(s)h--h(y,(k’)k(s))(h-r) 
0 
-A(k(s))r} dr. 
From (4.7) and (4.9a) we have 
(4.9c) 
E[( y(S + h), k(s+h) Ws+h);bt>sln-Ll 
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*exp{6M(s)h+26(h-r)-h(oik(s))(h-r) 
-A(k(s))r}dr* W(s);p,>s 
3 
M(s) h 
= E 3 C 
[ J (TM(s)+Z(h - r)KiM(s)TM(s)(r) Y(S), fia,k(s)) dr i=l 0 
. W(s);p,>s +O(h2) 1 (4.10a) 
uniformly in s and G, where thi last equality follows from the inequality 
d4(s)h+2e(h-r)-h(aik(s))(h-r)-h(k(s))rsO. 
Similar observations on (4.9b) and (4.9~) show that 
E[( Y(s + h), &(s+h) >W~+~);h>~~nJpl 
k,(s)=k,(s) 
* W(s); p,> s +O(h2) 
1 
and 
E[( y(S + h), &(s+h) >ws+h);b.3>sl~JJyl 
c ~krk,,s,(TM,s,(h) y(s)~ &k’Ms)) 
i=l k’#k,(s) 
. W(s);p,>s *h+O(hZ) 3 
(4.10b) 
(4.1Oc) 
hold as h&O uniformly in s and 6 
It remains to estimate the integral over J2. It is easy to see that there exists a 
positive constant C, such that 
5(r2 G h) =s Czh2(k14 for all h > 0 and kE S*. 
From this it follows that if we set 
then 
l~*(h)l~JlfII~E,[W(~+h);~~~~,~~+~h)~~J,l 
+ llf II * ew(c+Wdb~ > s + h) n J2) 
=s llfll .&[W(t); s<p,e+h]+O(h*) 
(4.11) 
uniformly in s and 5. 
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Summing (4.8), (4.10) and (4.11), integrating the sum by P(fi(t-s-h) E di;), 
and using the relation 
eM(s)-A(k(s))=-#{(i,j); lSi<j~M(s), k,(s)=k,(s)} 
M(s) 
+ c mk,(s)k,(s), 
i=l 
we finally come to the desired estimate (4.5). 0 
The following lemma is needed for the final step. 
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a solution of the martingale problem for A. Set 
R,(f, k; u)‘@ $I (K,Tm(u)f I-Z(t-u),,k) 
i=l 
+ c (<~PijT,(uI~/2(t-u)p,r)-(T,(uIf,LZ(t-u)t)) 
IGi<j=Srn 
k,=k, 
(4.12) 
forfeC(E”),k=(k,,...,k,)ES”and Osust. 
Then for each s E [0, t], 
IR(f,k; u)l~2A(k)IIfll (4.13) 
and 
[I 
s 
Ep[(f;cz(t),)l=EP[(T,(slf,tZ(t-S)k>l+EP R,(f,k; u) du . (4.14) 
0 1 
Proof. (4.13) follows from the definitions of the operators in the right hand side of 
(4.12). 
By Lemma 4.3.4 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986), 
Z(s)=(T,,,(t-s)f,fi(s),)- ‘R,(f,k; t-u)du J 0 
is a (P, {FS})-martingale for SE [0, t]. In particular it holds that EP[Z(t)] = 
EP[Z( t -s)], which is equivalent to (4.14). 0 
We are now ,ready to prove (4.3). Noting that the processes {p(t); t 20) and 
{( Y(t), k(t)); t 3 0) are independent, we have the following equalities as an immedi- 
ate consequence of Lemma 4.3: 
I(O)= E[(T,,,,(h)Y(s), @(t-s-h),,,,)W(s); PI’S] 
+E [I 
h 
R,-,( Y(s), k(s); r) dr. W(s); PI > s 
0 1 
=I~(h)+I;(h)+I;(h)+I$(h), (4.15) 
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where 
G(h) = Z,(h), 
M(s) h 
ZZ(h)=E CT 1 
[ J (KM(sjTM(s) (r)Y(s),S(t-s-r) a,~(s)) dr- W(s); PI > s , i=l 0 1 
and 
[ 
M(s) 
Z,*(h) = E c 1 mk’ki(s) 
i=l k’sS 
. “(~~~~,(r)Y(s),~(r-s-r),,k,),(,,)dr. Ws);~f>s . J 0 1 
Comparing (4.15) with (4.4) and using Proposition 4.2, we see that (4.3) is proved 
by verifying that 
Ii(h)-Z*(h)=O(h*) (4.16) 
holds as hJ0 uniformly in s E [0, t) for i = 2,3 and 4. 
Observing that again by Lemma 4.3, 
E[(KM(,, TM(s) (r) Y(s), s(r - s - r),,&l Kl 
= E[(T,(,)+Ah - r)KM(s)T,(sAr) Y(S), cZ(t-s-h),,wsdIKl 
[I 
h-r 
+E Rt-s-r(KM(sjTM(s) (r) Y(S), aik(S); U) du JK 
0 1 
holds and using (4.13) and (3.9), we obtain 
IZ2(h)-Zf(h)l=IE[cFT<’ Johctr JohmrduR,_., 
x (K,(sjThdr) Y(s), qk(s); u) . W(s); pI > s II 
M(s) 
J 
h 
s ew(WE(f;k) 2@ 1 A(aik(S)) dr 
i=l 0 
* (lKiM(s)TM(s) (r)Y(s)ll(h-r);p~>s 
1 
Geexp(aQ5.l. C,(I+ l)‘llfllh’, 
and hence (4.16) holds for i = 2. 
Similar calculations give (4.16) for i =3 and 4. We now obtain (4.3), which 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.5 with the help of Proposition 4.1. 
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5. The equilibrium state and probabilities of identity 
In this section, we shall study the equilibrium state of our stepping stone model 
which is defined as the solution of the martingale problem for A. Our attention will 
be focussed on the neutral case where no selection acts, in other words we take ‘the 
selection intensity function’ u = 0. Thus A has the form 
A = {(@ok. ~J,J; 111 E N,fe 9(L)m, kE S’? 
where 
and where 
(5.1) + I-i-if;-lm ((@,f, &,k) - (“6 l&J) 
k<=k, 
(cf. (3.4)). 
Note that as in Section 3.2 we can construct the dual process {( Y(t), k(t)); t 2 0) 
associated with the solution of the martingale problem for A. Indeed the generator 
9 of the Markov process {k(t); ts0) in l_l~=, S” is given by 
Ikl 
B(k)= 1 #{i; l~i<j, ki=kj}.{h(Pjk)-h(k)} 
j==2 
Ikl 
+ C C mk,k,{h(?‘i(k’)k) -h(k)), 
r=l k’fk, 
and {Y(t); t 2 0) is defined by (3.6) and (3.7). In this case the duality relationship 
(Theorem 3.5) is described as 
&[(f, pft)k)l = E,,k)[(Y(r), Y(t) - >I (5.2) 
for t 2 0, C E 9, and (J; k) E IJz=, (C(E”) x S”), where E; denotes the expectation 
with respect to P;, the solution of the martingale problem for (A, c). 
We first discuss the convergence of i(t) to equilibrium as t + co by using the 
equality (5.2). 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that there exists Q E P(E) such that for all f E C(E), 
T(t)f+(f)= f(x)Q(dx) 
J E 
(5.3) 
as ~-CO uniformly on E, where {T(t)},,, is the Feller semigroup generated by the 
mutation operator L. Then the process {G(t); t 2 0) corresponding to the solution of 
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the martingale problem for A has a unique stationary distribution 0 E P( 9) and 
(5.4) 
for all ke S andf E B(E). 
Proof. Existence of a stationary distribution follows from compactness of 6 = 
9r’(E)S. By Lemma 2.1, to show uniqueness it is sufhcient to prove that for all 
(f; k)EUz=, (C(E”‘)xS”) and al1 CE @ the left hand side of (5.2) converges as 
t + co and that the limit does not depend on 1;. We therefore consider the right hand 
side of (5.2). 
First note that /k(t)] is non-increasing in f. Set 
M(m) = f&lk(t)l and p;=inf{t>0; lk(t)(<l) 
for 1 E IV. For k E S”, clearly 
O=pk<p6_,< *.* =sp;sq P,-a.s. 
It is easy to show from (5.3) that for g& C(E”) 
T(lk + (gh = 
J 
E, dx,, . . . , x,)Q(dx,) x - . - x Q(h) 
as t+oo uniformly on E’. These observations and (5.2) immediately give 
Ikl 
fi% Fi&(S, fitf)k)l = c Ec/,k,[t y(d)),; M(a) = 11 
I=1 
for all ~7 E 8, so that we obtain a unique stationary distribution 6, which satisfies 
for all (JT k)EUz=r (C(Em)xSm), The formula (5.4) follows from (5.5) with 
m=l. •i 
We discuss the stationary state 0 for a special model, which is given by 
Lf(x) =f@ 
I 
(f(y)--f(x))+, dy) 
E 
where 6 is a positive constant and where ~(x, dy) is a Feller transition function. 
We assume that L satisfies the condition in Theorem 5.1 and that ~(x,.) has no 
atoms for each x E E. (Typically consider the case E = [0, l] and ~(x, dy) is Lebesgue 
measure on [0, l] for each x E [0, 11. We call the corresponding measure-valued 
process the infinitely many alleles stepping stone model with uniform mutation.) 
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Regarding L as an operator on B(E), we can extend the operator Lcm) defined 
in Section 3.2 to that on B( E “) by setting 
L’“)f(x,, . . .,K?l)= ,F {Lf(x,,.. ~~Xi-lr’~X1+l~~~~~ xm)I(xi) 
i=l 
=9 f {T.fbl,.. .,GJ-f(x,,...,xm)~ (5.6) 
i=l 
where 
rrif(X~ 3 - . .p Xrn) = .f(Xl,. . .y Xi-1 7 Y, Xi+1 1. . ., Xm)~(&, dy)- 
We can also define q,-k for (f, k)EUz=, (B(E”) x S”‘) as the function on 9 by 
the same expression as (5.1). 
The next lemma gives us some more information on 0. 
Lemma 5.2. Ford (f,k)EUz=, (B(E”)xS”), 
(5.7) 
Proof. For f such that f(x,, . . . , x,) =f,(x,) . . *fm(x,),fi: E C(E), (5.7) is obvious 
from the definition of the martingale problem and from the time stationarity property 
of the process {k(t); t 2 0) with initial distribution 0. Every g in C(E”) can be 
approximated uniformly by finite linear combinations of the above f’s, and so (5.7) 
holds for each continuous function5 Furthermore the extension of (5.7) to bounded 
measurable functions f can be done by approximation argument using Proposition 
3.4.2 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986). q 
As is mentioned in Section 1, we are interested in a certain quantity related to 
0. In biological terminology, it is the probability that two distinct individuals chosen 
at random, one from colony k and the other from colony I, are of the same type. 
The probabilities of such an identity in geographically structured populations have 
been discussed in many contexts, see, e.g., Maruyama (1977) and Nagylaki (1983). 
With our setting the quantity in question is given by 
for k, 1 E S, where D = {(x, x); x E E} and lo is the indicator function of D. 
Here note that there is a possibility that Ikl is positive. For by a slight modification 
of the proof of Theorem 10.4.5 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) (i.e. by replacing (pv in 
the proof by cp,(c) =xCxtE ~~({x})~ with kE S fixed) one can prove that every 
solution P of the martingale problem for A satisfies 
P(pk(t)ePa(E) for all t>O and kES)=l, 
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where Pa(E) denotes the set of purely atomic Bore1 probability measures on E, 
and hence 
&A~ E P=(E) for all kE S) = 1. 
Letting m = 2, f= lo and k= (k, I) in (5.1) and (5.6), we have 
+ 1 mkdlD, pk x pk’)+ akl(1 --(lD, pk x hd)* 
k’tS 
Integrating both sides by &dp), Lemma 5.2 gives 
(e-mkk- m/l + ak, ) Ikl 
=c mk’kIk7 + 1 mk’lIkk’+ 8kla (5.8) 
k’#k k’fl 
In what follows we consider the case S = Zd, the d-dimensional integer lattice, 
and assume that migration is homogeneous, i.e., mkl depends only on the displace- 
ment k - 1. In this case we can write 
It follows from (5.5) with m = 2 that zk, also depends only on k - I: 
Ik, = &, . 
Then (5.8) can be rewritten as 
(5.9) 
where r?i, = ml + m_l. 
Consider the Banach space 
with sup norm. 
Lemma 5.3. I = {I,} is characterized as the unique element in .d satisfying (5.9). 
Proof. Define operators A and M on & by 
(Aa)k = 6kOak and (Ma)k = 2 &ok+, 
I#0 
respectively, and write (5.9) as 
(0+2m)I+AI=MI+d 
where d = {&}. Multiplying by A on both sides of (5.9’), we obtain 
(0+2m+l)AI=AMI+d. 
(5.9’) 
(5.10) 
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Combining (5.9’) with (5.10), we have 
(0+2m)I= I-8+21mfl d)MI+Ot;;m+l d, 
( 
(5.11) 
where 1 denotes the identity operator. Here we note 
II l- 1 A II 0+2m+l &_+& = 1 and llM11d_.91~ C ti, =2m. I#0 
Therefore if we set 
1 
I-I=--.-- 
8+2m 
1 
l- 
0+2m+l 
then the inverse of 1 -H on d exists and by (5.11) 
I= o+21m+l Cl-W’d. 0 
Having proved this lemma, we can also show Ck 1, < 03. Indeed following the 
argument of the proof of the lemma, where ti is replaced by 
dr= a={ak};Clakl<CO 
1 k 1 
with norm Ilall, =F IakJ, 
we obtain uniqueness among solutions of the equation 
(0+2m)a+Aa=Ma+d 
in d, (c &). So by Lemma 5.3 the solution is just I. 
Our final concern is the rate of decrease of Ik as JkJ + 03, where Ikl= 
lk,l+ . . . +lkdl, k=(k, ,..., kd)EZd. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume that there exists A > 1 such that 
Then 
where 
1 rnkAlkl < co. 
k#O 
limsup’log(kmka2 Ik)<-logA* 
n-oo n 1 n 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
h”=sup A>l; 1 mkAik’<@+m . 
kf0 
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Remark 5.5. (i) (5.12) and the dominated convergence theorem imply 
lii 2, ?nkh’k’ = c m,=m<&+m, 
k#O 
and hence A*> 1. 
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(ii) If {mk} is of finite range, i.e., there exists a positive integer R such that 
mk = 0 whenever l/cl > R, 
then (5.12) obviously holds for all A > 1 and therefore A” is given as the positive 
root of the equation in A, 
c mkA’k’=+6-tm. 
k#Q 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. For A > 1, let S& be the Banach space 
I 
a={a,};ClaklA’k’<Co 
k I 
with norm llalj,+ =& lffklA’k’. C onsider the operators d, M and H introduced in the 
proof of Lemma 5.3. It is easy to verify 
I/ 
l- 
1 
A . 
0+2m+l II 
= 1 and llM11d,-tdBE*6 
dA+dA 
k;. eJik’ 
Therefore for A satisfying (5.12), H is a bounded operator on ~4~ with 
Furthermore arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, it follows that if A satisfies 
c kZO Iji#’ < 8 +2m, or eqUiValently xkfo mkA’k’ <+e i- m, then 
I= 8+2fn+l (I-W’d in 4, 
in particular 
lim sup 1 log( kmkaz I,+ - log A. 
n+m n . n 
Letting ATA”, we have (5.13). q 
This result shows the effect of distance on genetic differences between colonies. 
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